
Modernize What Matters
Technical innovation can offer new ways for federal agencies to 
effectively modernize legacy systems and deliver quality services. 
But technology alone can’t achieve this goal in a way that 
improves the lives of those who rely on government services. 

That’s why Octo developed Veloce™.

Veloce is a life cycle modernization model that combines people, 
process, and culture-focused methods with emerging digital 
technologies and platforms to increase the velocity, speed, and 
scale of federal modernization efforts, create efficiencies, and make 
a greater impact. 

Veloce addresses common pain points federal agencies experience 
when trying to modernize, including:

• Pervasive shadow IT leading to risks like lost data and 
expanded cyber-attack surfaces

• Indiscriminate modernization investments that erode ROI

• Expensive, complex, and time-consuming FedRAMP 
and ATO processes

• Siloed modernization programs that lead to 
fragmented implementations

Successfully deployed in some of the largest, most complex federal 
environments, Veloce catalyzes the implementation, and importantly, 
adoption, of emerging digital technologies and platforms. 

With Veloce, federal agencies can:
• Upskill the federal workforce: Empower non-

programmers, referred to as citizen developers, with 
the ability to experiment with new solutions to improve 
business efficiency, value, and agility

• Ensure technical solutions are high-value and objective: 
Instead of searching for problems to solve with the 
latest technology, identify the highest value needs of 
users and build toward those 

veloce    adverb or adjective

ve· lo· ce | \ vā-’lō-(,)chā

Definition of veloce
: in a rapid manner—used as a direction in music

Faster implementation time than 
traditional software solutions

Cost savings by digitizing 
information-intensive processes

Faster time-to-value when solutions are 
included in an enterprise reuse catalog
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• Streamline security requirements: Clear the backlog, expedite timeframes, and push security boundaries for maximum 
reuse through reduced complexity and focused processes 

• Govern for value: Concentrate expertise in strategy, architecture, support, design, and development to create a scalable, 
centralized delivery model that removes organizational seams 

Veloce Tech Ecosystem
We work with a global network of market leaders and innovators to give you the ability to move quickly and scale faster, with unrivaled access 
to top talent, technology, and expertise.

For more information email matthew.garvey@octo.us.


